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8. Exchange Rates 
 

Exchange rate management, to varying degree, is a salient feature 

of the economies of Emerging East Asia. At one extreme, Hong Kong 

maintains a hard peg to the U.S. dollar. At the other, exchange rate 

regimes classified by the International Monetary Fund as “floating”, but 

not “free floating”, are followed by Indonesia, Korea, the Philippines, and 

Thailand. In any case, however, market forces must ultimately hold sway. 

 

An exchange rate is the price of one currency expressed in terms of another. Left entirely 

to market forces, exchange rates can be highly volatile. The U.S. dollar, the euro, and the yen – 

the world’s most highly traded free floating currencies – can move relative to one another by as 

much as a couple of percent in a single day. With the onset of the Global Financial Crisis  in 

October 2008, the dollar appreciated by 12 percent relative to the euro in one month. Such 

volatility creates terrible uncertainty for conducting international business and seriously 

increases the risk of borrowing in a foreign currency for any entity that must rely on local 

currency earnings to fund repayment. To damp down volatility and manage the movement of 

exchange rates, central banks in Emerging East Asia intervene in foreign exchange markets by 

buying and selling currencies.  

To lay a foundation for understanding this intervention, we devote most of this chapter to 

developing the extreme cases of floating and fixed (or pegged) exchange rates. With a grasp of 

these polar cases, we can infer how and why a hybrid approach may be implemented. We begin 

the chapter with a basic lesson in foreign exchange market mechanics wherein demand and 

supply emanate from underlying balance of payments flows. The basics thus in place, we look at 

measures of market activity and exchange rate movement. From there, we proceed to examine 

ways in which market forces act on exchange rates and lay out a system for classifying the 

degree of central bank intervention vis-à-vis these forces, and place our 13 economies within this 

classification system. Regardless of the type of exchange rate regime adopted, market forces will 

tend to bring about balance in international payments. Under a free floating regime, the 

adjustment mechanism works directly through the market clearing function of the exchange rate. 

Under a fixed rate regime, the process is indirect, driven by central bank purchases and sales of 

foreign currency in turn affecting real output and the price level such that the entire economy 

moves to re-establish international payments balance. The core of the chapter lays out this 

process. Indonesia provides the case study for this chapter, the exchange rate offering a lens 

through which to view the country’s experiences with global capital flows during the Asian 

Financial Crisis and within the more recent period since the Global Financial Crisis. We 

conclude by advancing general principles for the management of intermediate exchange rate 

regimes and foreshadowing implications for the conduct of monetary policy, a line of discussion 

to be resumed in Chapter 11. 
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Foreign Exchange Market Mechanics 

An exchange rate is a price in the market for a currency. Let us focus in this chapter on 

the market for U.S. dollars, and consider the pricing of U.S. dollars in a variety of other 

currencies as the purpose suits. The basic mechanics of supply and demand apply as in any other 

market. Of particular note in the trading of currencies is the relationship of supply and demand to 

underlying balance of payments flows. We walk through the principles, first in the case of a 

floating exchange rate, for which we will use the Japanese yen as the pricing currency, then in 

the case of a fixed exchange rate, for which we will use the Chinese renminbi as the pricing 

currency. 

Floating Rates 

The U.S. dollar and the Japanese yen are both free floating currencies with the exchange 

rate between them determined entirely by market forces. Figure 8.1 depicts the market for dollars 

priced in yen. The market clearing equilibrium exchange rate is given by 𝑒∗. The supply of and 

demand for dollars in terms of yen rest on underlying purchases and sales as captured in Japan’s 

balance of payments.  

Specifically, the supply of dollars into Japan’s foreign exchange market derives from: 

 Japanese exports to the U.S.; 

 purchase of Japanese assets by Americans; 

 sale of assets held in the U.S. by Japanese. 

When a Japanese exporter sells a product to 

the U.S., payment is received in dollars which 

the exporter supplies to the foreign exchange 

market to obtain yen. Similarly, to acquire 

Japanese assets, an American supplies dollars 

on the foreign exchange market to obtain the 

yen needed to carry out the purchase. Finally, 

when a Japanese sells a U.S. asset, he converts 

the dollars back into yen by supplying them on 

the foreign exchange market. All of these 

transactions involve credits (or money inflows) 

on Japan’s balance of payments. (For 

completeness, let us subsume in exports the 

services of labor and capital and note further  

than inbound unilateral transfers also enter the 

supply of dollars.) 

Symmetrically, the demand for dollars derives from: 

 Japanese imports from the U.S.; 

 purchases of U.S. assets by Japanese; 

 sale of assets held in Japan by Americans. 

When a Japanese importer purchases products from the U.S., payment is made in U.S. dollars 

which the importer demands on the foreign exchange market. Similarly, to purchase U.S. assets, 

8.1 Market for Dollars Priced in Yen 
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a Japanese demands dollars on the foreign exchange market to support the transaction. Finally, 

the sale of Japanese assets by an American results in a demand for dollars to repatriate the funds. 

All these transactions involve debits (or money outflows) on Japan’s balance of payments. 

(Again for completeness, imports subsume factor services and outbound unilateral transfers.) 

An exogenous increase in any of the 

determinants of the supply of dollars will shift 

the supply curve to the right, as shown in 

Figure 8.2. This increase in supply results in a 

depreciation of the dollar, meaning a dollar 

will purchase fewer yen. Conversely, the yen 

appreciates in that fewer yen are required to 

buy a dollar. The depreciation of the dollar 

brings about a rightward movement along the 

demand curve. This is because as dollars 

become cheaper, Japanese are induced to buy 

more dollars in order to take advantage of 

better deals on imports and U.S. assets, and 

Americans are motivated to sell off Japanese 

assets, now more valuable in dollar terms, and 

take the money home where it will go farther. 

Thus at the new lower price of a dollar, the 

quantity of dollars demanded increases to meet 

the increase in supply. 

An exogenous increase in any of the 

determinants of demand will shift the demand 

curve to the right, as shown in Figure 8.3. The 

shift in demand results in an appreciation of 

the dollar (depreciation of the yen), which 

induces a rightward movement along the 

supply curve. Thus in response to the increase 

in demand for dollars, a rising value of the 

dollar brings more dollars into the market as 

Japanese exports rise, more Americans buy 

Japanese assets, and more Japanese sell off 

American assets which are now more valuable 

relative to Japanese assets. The quantity of 

dollars supplied thus rises to meet the increase 

in demand. 

This entire analysis of market 

mechanics could be carried out inversely with 

respect to the market for yen priced in dollars, 

and the same conclusions about currency 

appreciation or depreciation would follow. In the market for yen priced in dollars, the demand 

for yen reflects the supply of dollars while the supply of yen reflects the demand for dollars. 

Determinants of the demand and supply of yen then trace to underlying flows on the U.S. 

8.3 Increase in Demand for 

Dollars 

8.2 Increase in Supply of Dollars 
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balance of payments. An increase in the supply of dollars that causes depreciation of the dollar 

relative to the yen now becomes an increase in the demand for yen that causes appreciation in the 

yen relative to the dollar. These are two different ways of expressing the same thing. 

An important insight to be emphasized in this analysis is that a shock to one element of 

the balance of payments will work through the exchange rate to bring about offsetting 

adjustments elsewhere in the balance of payments. Under a floating exchange rate (meaning the 

central bank does not intervene in the market) the balance of payments must balance, with 

equilibration in the foreign exchange market at the heart of this balancing process. An exogenous 

increase in a credit entry in an economy’s balance of payments will put upward pressure on the 

value of its currency inducing domestic residents to spend more on foreign goods or assets (or 

foreign residents to withdraw their investment funds) for a matching increase in debits. This 

principle is nicely illustrated by the phenomenon of “Dutch disease” as explained in Box 8.1 

with an application to the Philippines. 

 

Fixed Rates 

Under a fixed exchange rate, the central bank intervenes in the foreign exchange market 

to block the exchange rate from responding to market forces, thereby imposing a deficit or 

surplus in the balance of payments. The exchange rate of the renminbi relative to the U.S. dollar 

has been maintained for periods of varying duration at both overvalued and undervalued levels, 

so let us use this currency for illustration purposes.  

8.1 Dutch Disease, Philippine Style 
Box 8.1:  Dutch Disease, Philippine Style 

The term “Dutch disease” was coined in reference to a decline in manufacturing in the 
Netherlands brought on by a boom in natural gas exports that followed a new discovery of offshore 
reserves in 1959. The increased demand for Dutch guilders to support foreign purchases of natural gas 
drove up the guilder’s value. This undermined the competitiveness of the Netherlands’ manufacturing 
sector causing the country’s exports of manufactures to decline and its imports to rise. In effect, the 
Dutch could export natural gas in exchange for manufactured goods more cheaply than they could 
produce such goods domestically given the opportunity cost of economic resources drawn into 
production of natural gas as well as non-traded goods and services. 

“Dutch disease” has come to be applied to any situation in which a particularly robust export 
crowds out domestic production of other traded goods. For the Philippines, the term has been invoked 
in connection with the deployment of vast numbers of overseas Filipino workers. By 2016, 2.24 million 
Filipinos – more than 5 percent of the labor force – were working overseas. These overseas workers 
send home remittances that generate a demand for Philippine pesos, driving up the currency’s value. 
This in turn makes imports of manufactured goods cheap for Filipinos relative to domestic production. 
The Philippines has a relatively small manufacturing sector for its level of per capita income, with Dutch 
disease, resulting from the strong export of labor services, one reason why. 

The phenomenon of Dutch disease illustrates the broader principle of the role of the exchange 
rate in bringing about balance in international payments. For a country to export more of something, an 
offsetting adjustment must occur. Either the country must export less of something else or import more 
of something, or adjustments must take place on the financial account. These adjustments happen 
automatically through the price mechanism, centered on the exchange rate. 
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Consider first the case of renminbi 

undervaluation, shown in Figure 8.4. The 

exchange rate is pegged at �̅� such that more 

renminbi are required to buy a dollar than at the 

market clearing level. This undervaluation of 

the renminbi means the price of a dollar is 

inflated. Under such circumstances, the 

quantity of dollars supplied exceeds the 

quantity demanded. The resulting surplus of 

dollars must be purchased by the Chinese 

central bank for �̅� to be sustained. The central 

bank consequently accumulates foreign 

reserves, which enters the Chinese balance of 

payments as an outflow, or debit. Elsewhere in 

the balance of payments, offsetting adjustments 

must occur to yield an overall balance of 

payments surplus. The most obvious and 

politically sensitive adjustments have 

manifested in substantial Chinese surpluses on 

the trade account (discussed in Chapter 5) as 

the undervalued renminbi pushed exports  up and imports down. The Chinese government 

sustained a consistent balance of payments surplus position through most of the 2000s until late 

2014. 

At the end of 2014, market conditions 

changed radically so as to transform the former 

surplus on the foreign exchange market at �̅� 

into a shortage. The situation is depicted as 

renminbi overvaluation at the peg in Figure 8.5. 

Under the new conditions, the quantity of 

dollars demanded exceeded the quantity 

supplied, with the central bank thus being 

forced to sell dollars into the foreign exchange 

market to maintain the peg. The change in 

circumstances was the result of a turn in the 

preferences of creditors and debtors that  

resulted in sizable net outflows on the financial 

account. Graphically, this is represented as 

some combination of a leftward shift in the 

supply of dollars and a rightward shift in the 

demand. This yielded a balance of payments 

defict at �̅� requiring an offsetting credit in the 

form of central bank decumulation of reserve 

assets. More simply put, money wanted to move out of China at a faster rate than it was moving 

in, so the central bank had to meet this excess demand for dollars. 

The post-2014 experience was not China’s first time contending with an overvalued 

renminbi. The era of reform and opening began on just such a footing in the 1980s. Under the 

8.4 Undervaluation of the 

Renminbi 

8.5 Overvaluation of 

the Renminbi 
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relatively closed command economy of that time, however, the method for managing the 

overvaluation involved administrative means rather than central bank intervention. As generally 

tends to be the case under administered price controls, however, the market had a way of 

reasserting itself. Box 8.2 tells the story.   

 

Measuring Market Activity & Exchange Rate Movement 

Foreign exchange trading, at the wholesale level, takes place on electronic platforms 

among banks and other dealers scattered around the world. The size and structure of the foreign 

exchange market is guaged by the Bank for International Settlements through a survey conducted 

every three years, the most recent round taking place in 2016 with nearly 1300 traders covered. 

We begin this section with a  look at the magnitudes of trading by instrument, location, and 

currency. We then introduce measures of exchange rate movement over time to be applied later 

in the chapter with the case study of Indonesia.  

Market Turnover 

Most foreign exchange trading involves three traditional types of instruments. In addition, 

a variety of new derivative products have been developed. The traditional instruments are:  spot 

8.2 Foreign Currency Black Markets 

Box 8.2:  Foreign Currency Black Markets 

The consequences of currency overvaluation discussed in the text in connection with Figure 
8.5 pertain to an economy with reasonably open trade flows. The case of contemporary China fits the 
bill. The China of the 1980s, however, was quite a different story. Back then, China maintained tight 
controls on foreign trade. The government required exporters to remit their foreign exchange earnings, 
then allocated this foreign currency to its chosen import uses, all at an exchange rate that left a 
shortage, as depicted in Figure 8.5. Yet there was no need for the central bank to step in and sell 
reserves to meet the excess demand at the peg. Prospective importers who were not in the 
government’s favor simply had to do without. 

The advantage of the system was that the government could make foreign exchange available 
for its priority uses – such as capital goods imports to serve state development objectives – at very low 
cost. If the government knows better than private agents which imports are good for society, this may 
be justifiable. An argument along these lines was particularly compelling for a country just emerging 
from decades of isolation and charting a gradual course of reintegration with global markets. 

A disadvantage of the system, however, was that incentives to generate foreign exchange 
through exports were quashed by the government’s expropriation of earnings on unfavorable terms. A 
further disadvantage was that the system could only remain viable as long as tight controls on market 
activity were maintained. Otherwise, those with access to foreign exchange would find that they could 
do much better selling through private channels than to the government. Indeed, in the Chinese case a 
very active black market in U.S. dollars developed by the late 1980s. Shopkeepers in Beijing eagerly 
offered twice the official rate to passing foreigners and could without batting an eye change a thousand 
dollars at a pop. These transactions, however, involved counting huge wads of small denomination 
Rmb notes, so woe to the unwitting foreigner who might easily be duped by a sleight of hand. 

China’s gradual approach to reform was hastened along by the problems unleashed by black 
markets in foreign currency and other rationed goods. Those with privileged access at below market 
prices were very often government officials whom the public perceived to be making out like bandits 
from arbitraging the partially reformed economy. The situation ultimately became untenable. In January 
1994, the Rmb was officially devalued by 33 percent, and the black market largely disappeared. 
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trades; outright forwards; and forex swaps. A spot trade between two currencies takes place at 

the current market price and is settled within two business days. An outright forward involves 

agreement to trade at a specified rate with settlement to be completed at a given date in the future. 

A forex (or FX) swap combines a spot trade with a forward trade such that each party obtains 

funds in the other’s currency temporarily, but ultimately reverts back to holding the original 

currency. Derivatives are instruments that derive value from an underlying asset. They involve 

agreement to make payment based on future currency valuations rather than actual trades in 

currencies. Types of derivatives include futures, currency swaps, currency options, and non-

deliverable forwards. 

Daily turnover magnitudes 

by type of instrument are shown in 

Chart 8.1 for the period 2001 to 

2016 at the three year intervals of 

the BIS survey. For 2013 and 2016, 

total turnover on foreign exchange 

markets exceeded USD 5 trillion per 

day. To appreciate the enormity of 

this figure, let us draw some 

comparisons. The total value of 

transactions on all the world’s stock 

markets in 2016 was USD 78 trillion 

for the full year. In other words, in 

just 16 trading days the turnover in 

foreign exchange markets surpassed 

annual trading volume on global 

stock markets. As another 

comparision, world merchandise 

trade for the full year of 2016 amounted to about USD 16  trillion, equivalent to about three days 

worth of foreign exchange turnover. Clearly a lot more is involved in foreign exchange trading 

than support of international trade transactions. 

Total market turnover is seen in the chart to have risen sharply over time through 2013, 

with a decline then visible in 2016. This seeming decline may be an artifact of the April timing 

of the survey, which in 2013 coincided with a surge in trading due to monetary policy 

developments in Japan. Abstracting from a likely non-representative observation for 2013, 

foreign exchange trading has followed a strong upward trajectory over time. 

The largest share of foreign exchange market turnover has been associated with FX 

swaps, with this pattern consistent over time. In essense, an FX swap allows each transacting 

party to borrow in a foreign currency while simultaneously lending in the home currency. This 

allows the parties to conduct business in a foreign currency or take short term investment 

positions in that foreign currency while hedging against the risk of exchange rate fluctuations. At 

an agreed upon date in the future, the parties will convert their funds back to their respective 

home currencies at a predetermined exchange rate. The next largest share of foreign exchange 

market turnover is associated with spot transactions, with outright forwards accounting for a 

much lower share. 

8.1 Foreign Exchange Market Turnover by 

Instrument, 2001-2016 
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Foreign exchange turnover is highly skewed by both location and currency, as Table 8.1 

shows. The U.K. has a dominant position in foreign exchange trading with 36.9 percent of 

turnover booked there in 2016. The U.S. share was about half that of the U.K. at 19.5 percent. 

The next three largest markets were in Asia – Singapore, Hong Kong, and Japan. Combined, 

their share reached 20.7 percent with roughly equal contributions. Other Asian economies have 

much smaller markets. 

Among currencies, the U.S. 

dollar dominates, entering 87.6 

percent of all trades (where since 

two currencies enter each trade, the 

share total comes to 200 percent). 

The euro is next with a 31.4 percent 

share, followed by the yen with 

21.6 percent. The next Asian 

currency in the ranking is the 

renminbi in eighth place with a 4.0 

percent share, up significantly from 

2.2 percent in the 2013 survey. 

Other Asian currencies had shares 

of less than two percent. The 

outsized share of the U.S. dollar is 

due to its role in intermediating 

exchanges between other currencies 

due to the high degree of liquidity 

in U.S. dollar trades for most 

currencies. For example, a trade of 

Thai baht for Korean won would 

generally proceed with a trade of 

baht for dollars followed by a trade 

of dollars for won. Relative to 2013, the U.S. dollar gained market share as did many emerging 

market currencies, while the euro and the yen lost share. 

Real & Nominal Effective Exchange Rates 

 Thus far our attention has been limited to bilateral exchange rates. This is a narrow 

measure of the value of a currency against one other currency. A broader measure that captures 

the value of a currency against a basket of other currencies is known as an effective exchange 

rate. For a currency that is tightly managed relative to the U.S. dollar, a bilateral exchange rate 

with respect to the dollar would give the appearance of being very stable over time. However, 

since the dollar itself can fluctuate greatly relative to other currencies, such appearance of 

stability would be misleading in a broader sense. 

 In nominal terms, an effective exchange rate is calculated as the weighted sum of any 

number of bilateral exchange rates between one currency and the others. Let us consider the 

nominal effective exchange rate (NEER) for the Indonesian rupiah (IDR) with weights given by 

i applied to U.S. dollars (USD), Japanese yen (JPY), euros (EUR), and any other selected 

currencies: 

8.1 Foreign Exchange Market Ranking & Shares, Select 

Economies, 2016 
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NEER =  
𝜔1USD+ 𝜔2JPY+ 𝜔3EUR+ …

IDR
    where ∑ 𝜔𝑖 = 1. (8.1) 

 

The weights are typically taken as shares in trade between the reference economy and the 

economies represented by the other currencies. The NEER is measured as an index with respect 

to a baseline year which is assigned a value of 100. A rising value of the NEER given above for 

Indonesia would indicate nominal appreciation of the rupiah, a declining value, depreciation. 

A currency can be stable in nominal terms and still move relative to others in real terms if 

inflation in the home country differs from that in economies in the basket. Suppose, for example, 

that Indonesia’s inflation rate were higher than the norm among its basket partners. Given a 

constant NEER and rising domestic prices, a rupiah would buy more in real terms in the 

international market than on the domestic market. In real terms, then, the rupiah would have 

appreciated given its rising relative purchasing power internationally. To construct a real 

effective exchange rate (REER), we deflate the value of each currency by its respective price 

index, PI:  

 

REER =  
𝜔1USD/PIUSD + 𝜔2JPY/PIJPY + 𝜔3EUR/PIEUR + …

IDR/PIIDR
 . (8.2) 

 

A rising value of the REER given above for Indonesia would indicate appreciation of the rupiah 

in real terms, a declining value, depreciation. 

Exchange Rate Determination 

We have established that under floating exchange rate regimes, market forces determine 

exchange rates and that market supply and demand in turn derive from underlying balance of 

payments flows. But what drives those underlying balance of payments flows? For the trade 

account, the guiding principle is purchasing power parity. For the financial account, it is interest 

parity, where forward looking rates of return hinge on expectations – with all their subjectivity 

and caprice. In this section we discuss these market based determinants of exchange rates, then 

consider the role of exchange rate regime in the outcome. 

Market Factors 

The cornerstone of exchange rate theory historically has been the principle of purchasing power 

parity (PPP). The PPP principle rests on the law of one price, which holds that an item must sell 

for the same price on all markets. The logic is that arbitrage will eliminate any price differentials: 

as arbitrageurs buy on the cheaper market to sell on the more expensive market, the price is 

driven up on the former and down on the latter until prices in the two markets converge. The PPP 

principle applies this argument across different currencies to hold that a given currency must 

have the same purchasing power as in the home market when converted to another currency to be 

spent in a foreign market. Formally, the price of a basket of goods given in Indonesian rupiah, 
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PIDR, should equal the price of the same basket of goods given in U.S. dollars, PUSD, times the 

exchange rate of rupiah to dollars, eIDR/USD, or equivalently: 

𝑒𝐼𝐷𝑅/𝑈𝑆𝐷 =
𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑅

𝑃𝑈𝑆𝐷
 . (8.3) 

 

How well is the PPP principle supported in practice? Clearly the principle is meant to 

abstract from transportation and other transaction costs, which can be appreciable internationally, 

not to mention the impact of tariffs, quotas, and other administrative barriers to trade. These 

qualifications leave room for substantial divergence between the domestic and foreign 

purchasing power of a currency at market exchange rates. Broadly speaking though, we do 

observe that domestic price inflation higher than that for a U.S. dollar price benchmark tends to 

raise an economy’s exchange rate expressed relative to the dollar such that purchasing power 

parity is preserved. In other words, as more units of a currency are needed to buy goods 

domestically, more units are also needed to buy the dollars needed to purchase goods on foreign 

markets, consistent with the PPP principle. Even so, the volatility of exchange rates far exceeds 

the volatility of relative price levels across economies, and the PPP principle does not account 

for this. Something else must be involved. 

The PPP principle confines attention to trade flows on the balance of payments, which 

was a reasonable focus historically for understanding exchange rate determination. In modern 

times, however, financial flows play a major role in driving demands and supplies in foreign 

exchange markets. The principle that applies to explaining the effect of financial flows on 

exchange rates is interest parity. To develop a theory of interest parity, we must consider not 

simply a one time flow of funds in the present, but prospective rates of return in two different 

currencies and the repatriation of funds in the future. Achieving parity through arbitrage will 

therefore depend on the simultaneous joint equilibration of the current exchange rate, the 

expected rate of return in the home currency, the expected rate of return in the foreign currency, 

and the expected future exchange rate. With expectations on so many variables involved in a 

world fraught with uncertainty, the potential for exchange rate volatility is obvious. 

Investors pursuing a higher expected rate of return in a foreign currency may guarantee 

the future exchange rate at which they convert funds back to the home currency by purchasing a 

forex swap. Market expectations about the future movement of one currency relative to another 

will be formally priced into the swap contract. Arbitrage will drive markets to a joint equilibrium 

for the spot rate, the forward rate, and rates of return in the two currencies such that parity is 

achieved. The outcome when a forex swap is incorporated into the process is known as covered 

interest parity. Uncovered interest parity involves a spot coversion of funds that is not hedged by 

a forward contract. In the uncovered context, the expected future exchange rate is an implicit 

element of the equilibration process. Either way, whether the future exchange rate is explicitly or 

implicitly reflected, the actions of investors will push rates of return into alignment across 

currencies. 

Let us consider an example involving covered interest arbitrage. Assume rates of return 

are in real terms and compensation for any market risk differential is netted out. Take a situation 

where the expected rate of return from purchasing a forex swap of JPY for USD and holding a 

USD bond exceeds the expected rate of return from holding a JPY bond. Specifically, suppose 
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the interest rate is 4.0 percent a year on the USD bond versus 1.0 percent on the JPY bond and 

that the forward discount on the USD with respect to the JPY is 2.0 percent a year (meaning the 

USD is expected to depreciate by 2.0 percent relative to the JPY). The covered interest arbitrage 

margin is then 4% - 1% - 2% = 1% > 0. There is money to be made. As investors take advantage 

of this opportunity, markets respond. The ramifications are as follows: 

 spot selling of JPY, buying of USD   JPY depreciates, USD appreciates; 

 funds move from JPY to USD bonds   interest rates rise on JPY bonds, fall on USD bonds; 

 buying of JPY forwards in USD   USD forward discount widens. 

On all counts then, the arbitrage opportunity is diminished:  the USD becomes more costly in 

JPY terms; the rate of return falls on USD bonds relative to that on JPY bonds; and future 

conversion of USD to JPY becomes less favorable. These forces conspire to bring the spot 

exchange rate into equilibrium in conjunction with the forward exchange rate and rates of 

interest in the two economies. 

Transactions costs and other market frictions impede the perfect equating of expected 

rates of return across markets. And a constant barrage of disturbances to expectations, and to a 

host of other market influences, ensures that equilibration is always a work in progress. These 

qualifications notwithstanding, a basic conclusion emerges from the principle of interest parity:  

an increase in domestic interest rates, ceteris parabus, tends to bring about appreciation of an 

economy’s currency, and a decrease in interest rates, a depreciation. 

A final point is worthy of note. Independent of expectations about domestic rates of 

return, expectations about the future direction of exchange rate movements can themselves drive 

market valuations. If investors broadly get the notion that the value of a currency is going to rise, 

they will move to acquire that currency, and this will in and of itself drive up the value of the 

currency. Expectations can be self-fulfilling, at least in the short run. Longer term, however, the 

fundamentals of parity in purchasing power and real rates of return tend to prevail. 

Exchange Rate Regime 

A market based exchange rate functions to reconcile trade and financial flows on an 

economy’s balance of payments. Yet left to their own devices, market forces can produce a great 

deal of unwelcome volatility in exchange rates. For the 13 economies within our scope, central 

bank intervention in foreign exchange markets is geared toward moderating this volatility to 

varying degrees. 
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 The International Monetary Fund 

conducts an annual review of its member 

economies to classify their exchange rate 

arrangements (regimes) according to the 

degree of government intervention in the 

foreign exchange market. The three broad 

categories are defined as: hard peg; soft peg; 

and floating. Within each of these 

categories, more refined sub-categories are 

specified. The classification of our member 

economies of interest based on IMF 

assessment for 2017 is presented in Table 

8.2. Hong Kong is the only one with a hard 

peg. Those with floating – but not free 

floating – arrangements are Indonesia, 

Korea, the Philippines, and Thailand. 

Taiwan is seemingly a fit for this category 

as well, although it does not come under 

IMF classification.
2
 Our remaining eight 

IMF member economies have soft pegs of 

various sorts. Of note, the two most open 

economies with the most highly developed 

financial sectors – Hong Kong and 

Singapore – do not maintain floating 

exchange rates. Hence there should be no 

foregone conclusion that a more open, market based economy must necessarily adhere to a 

floating exchange rate. Indeed, balance of payments adjustment does not require a floating 

exchange rate. An alternative mechanism exists for bringing about balance in international 

payments under a fixed exchange rate, as explained in the next section of this chapter. 

Of the 192 economies classified in 2017, 31 adopted free floating exchange rates. The 

world’s most traded currencies – the U.S. dollar, the euro, and the Japanese yen – are all free 

floating. Indeed, the magnitudes of trading for these three currencies effectively preclude central 

bank influence over their valuations. Another 38 economies pursued floating (but not free 

floating) exchange rate regimes. Thus a little over a third of IMF member economies maintained 

floating exchange rates, broadly defined. At the opposite extreme, 24 economies adopted hard 

pegs, with 13 of these not issuing their own legal tender but rather making use of a currency 

issued elsewhere, most commonly by the U.S., a phenonmenon known as dollarization. 

Many considerations – some idiosyncratic by economy – enter into the choice of an 

exchange rate regime. Hong Kong adopted its currency board system in 1983 after a period of 

high inflation had seriously undermined confidence not only in the currency but in Hong Kong’s 

economy generally. Pegging the Hong Kong dollar to the U.S. dollar was a way to restore 

                                                 
2
 A statement on the website of the Central Bank of the Republic of China (Taiwan) describes exchange 

rate policy in this way:  Since 1979, “the NT dollar exchange rate has been determined by the market. However, 

when the market is disrupted by seasonal or irregular factors, the Bank will step in.” 

8.2 Exchange Rate Arrangement, Select 

Economies, 2017 
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confidence and maintain it through the transition from British colonial rule to absorption into the 

People’s Republic of China. Under the currency board system, the Hong Kong Monetary 

Authority commits to buying or selling currency at a fixed rate of 7.8 Hong Kong dollars to one 

U.S. dollar. The Hong Kong monetary base is thereby fully backed by U.S. dollar reserves, and 

monetary policy is entirely subordinated to maintenance of the peg. In justification for this 

choice, the Hong Kong Monetary Authority explains that the system “plays an important role in 

supporting Hong Kong as a leading international trading, services and financial centre.” There 

need be no worries on the part of market participants about discretion or political pressure 

entering into exchange rate or monetary policy. Transparency reigns. 

By contrast, Singapore follows a model with full latitude for discretion and minimal 

commitment to disclosure. Nevertheless, market confidence in Singapore as a global financial 

center is solid. The Monetary Authority of Singapore manages the Singapore dollar exchange 

rate against a basket of currencies. In so doing, it pursues an objective “to promote price stability 

as a sound basis for sustainable economic growth.” The Authority sets a band within which the 

basket exchange rate is allowed to fluctuate and a path along which that band is held to track. In 

normal times, the parameters of the system are revised every six months, but early reassessment 

may take place as called for. Public statements regarding basket composition and weights, 

boundaries on the band, and trajectory of the path are kept deliberately vague so as to deter 

speculation. For example, if it were transparent to speculators that the Singapore dollar had 

breached the Authority’s upper bound, they would rush to sell the currency short which could 

trigger an unduly sharp fall. (The Singapore case is featured in Chapter 11 on monetary policy.) 

China’s exchange rate management has come under fire from the U.S. and its western 

allies. In the mid-2000s, China’s trade surplus ballooned to reach nearly nine percent of GDP 

(discussed in Chapter 5), yet the Chinese central bank resisted the renminbi appreciation needed 

to decisively restrain exports and encourage imports. A case can be made that the central bank 

was steering a course of long run exchange rate stability, holding the line against medium term 

pressure to appreciate so as to guard against renminbi overvaluation and the need for 

depreciation in the more distant future. Indeed, by late 2014 and continuing through 2015, the 

tables had turned with the renminbi depreciating and the central bank intervening to slow its fall. 

The category of “other managed arrangement” to which China was assigned by the IMF in 2015 

represented a switch from previous years when the country was placed under “crawl-like 

arrangement”. The IMF describes its “other” category as “characteristic of periods during which 

volatile foreign exchange market conditions hinder the use of more clearly defined exchange rate 

arrangements.” More loosely speaking, intervention was heavy and irregular with much ad hoc 

judgment involved. As of 2017, China was classified into the more standard “stabilized 

arrangement” category. 

Intervention in the foreign exchange market is practiced to some degree by all 13 of the 

economies within our purview. Indeed, it is practiced by the vast majority of economies in the 

world. Of the 192 classified in 2015, 161, or 84 percent, followed exchange rate regimes other 

than “free floating”. The choice of regime embodies a tradeoff between containing exchange rate 

volatility and allowing exchange rate movement to perform the function of balancing 

international payments against the relentless buffeting of trade and financial flows by market 

forces.  
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Balance of Payments Adjustment 

Exchange rate movement absorbs the impact of shocks to flows on the balance of 

payments and induces offsetting adustments elsewhere. In this way, the balancing of 

international payments under floating exchange rates is ensured. Under fixed exchange rates as 

well a balancing mechanism exists. In this section, we lay out the mechanics of balance of 

payments adjustment under a fixed exchange rate focusing first on forces that work through the 

trade account channel. We then compare adjustment processes under fixed and floating exchange 

rates considering both trade and financial account channels. 

Under a Fixed Rate: Trade Account Channel 

To maintain a fixed exchange rate, a central bank intervenes in the foreign exchange 

market, buying foreign currency in the case of excess supply and selling in the case of excess 

demand. In buying foreign currency the central bank issues domestic currency thus expanding 

the monetary base; and vice versa, in selling foreign currency the central bank buys up domestic 

currency and thus shrinks the monetary base. These changes in the monetary base set in motion 

impulses to credit availability in the commercial banking system that in turn impact real output 

and the price level for the economy. This ultimately feeds back into the balance of payments to 

bring about the adjustment necessary to eliminate excess supply or demand in the foreign 

exchange market. 

Let us walk through the process using Indonesia as an example. The steps are outlined 

with graphical representation in Box 8.3. Consider first a shock that results in a surplus on the 

balance of payments. This could arise from any number of impetuses: an increase in foreign 

demand for Indonesia’s exports; a slowdown in Indonesian growth that undermines domestic 

demand for imports; an increase in world oil prices that boosts Indonesian revenues from exports; 

a decline in U.S. interest rates that drives a search for return in emerging markets. Any of these 

would increase credits relative to debits and push the balance of payments toward surplus. 

In the balance of payments surplus case represented in the middle column of Box 8.3, the 

shock results in an excess supply of dollars in the foreign exchange market at the rupiah to dollar 

peg, �̅�, given initial supply, S, and demand, D, represented with solid black curves. To maintain 

the peg, the central bank must purchase this excess supply of dollars. To do so, the central bank 

issues rupiah, which increases the monetary base in the form of reserves held by commercial 

banks at the central bank. Note that the central bank balance sheet expands by the amount of this 

transaction with an increase in official foreign reserves on the asset side and an increase in 

commercial bank deposits (plus any currency leakages) on the liability side. The increase in 

commercial bank reserves puts the commercial banks in a position to expand their lending. The 

increase in bank lending in turn supports growth in investment and consumption that boosts 

aggregate demand and stimulates the economy. This feeds into rising prices and growth in real 

output in some combination depending on the state of the output gap.  (For a review of this 

process, see Chapter 6 on money.) 

Both rising domestic prices and expanding real output have implications for the balance 

of payments. As domestic prices rise, foreign goods become cheaper relative to domestic goods 

at the pegged exchange rate. In real terms, the rupiah has appreciated even as its value relative to 

the U.S. dollar is fixed in nominal terms. This causes Indonesia’s imports to rise and exports to 

fall, a phenomenon known as expenditure switching that pertains to a shift in demand between 
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the home market and the foreign market. The increase in imports adds to debits on the balance of 

payments causing a shift in the demand for dollars to the right. At the same time, the decrease in 

exports reduces credits on the balance of payments causing a shift in the supply of dollars to the 

left. An expansion in real output has the same effect as an increase in the price level. Higher real 

output domestically leads to higher incomes and expenditure switching to the domestic economy. 

This means an increase in imports, with its associated rightward shift in the demand for dollars, 

and a decrease in exports, with its leftward shift in the supply. The resulting red dashed supply, 

S’, and demand, D’, curves re-establish equilibrium in the foreign exchange market and balance 

in international payments at the pegged exchange rate. 

In the case of a shock that results in a balance of payments deficit at the pegged exchange 

rate, the whole sequence of events runs in reverse. As outlined in the far right column of Box 8.3, 

an excess demand in the foreign exchange market prompts the central bank to sell dollars and 

withdraw rupiah. Commercial bank deposits with the central bank shrink as the central bank’s 

balance sheet contracts. Commercial banks reduce lending which has a negative impact on prices 

and real output. Under tightening domestic demand, imports fall and exports rise as expenditure 

switching to foreign markets takes place. The demand for foreign currency shifts to the left, the 

supply to the right. This re-establishes foreign exchange market equilibrium at the �̅� peg and 

eliminates the balance of payments deficit. 

8.3 Balance of Payments Adjustment under a Fixed Exchange Rate:  Trade Account Channel 

Box 8.3:  Balance of Payments Adjustment under a Fixed Exchange Rate 

Trade Account Channel 
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Floating & Fixed Rates Compared: Trade & Financial Account Channels 

The balance of payments adjustment process described in the preceding sub-section was 

limited to the trade account channel, which rests on purchasing power parity. The financial 

account channel, which rests on interest parity, enters into the adjustment process as well. Box 

8.4 outlines the adjustment mechanism as it works through both the trade and financial channels 

with comparison drawn between fixed and floating rate regimes. Attention is on the balance of 

payments surplus case. Under a floating rate, a surplus never actually becomes manifest. Once an 

impulse toward surplus is generated, the exchange rate moves to eliminate it thus triggering 

offsetting adjustments elsewhere in the balance of payments. We therefore refer to an “incipient 

surplus” under a floating rate. A manifest surplus must rest on central bank intervention which 

occurs only when an exchange rate is managed. 

Again letting Indonesia serve for purposes of illustration, consider first the case of a 

floating exchange rate. From an initial position of equilibrium at exchange rate 𝑒∗, suppose 

impulses to the balance of payments increase credits and/or decrease debits such that at 𝑒∗ an 

incipient excess supply of dollars emerges, as reflected in the figure. Under a floating rate, the 

rupiah price of the dollar is driven down (the rupiah appreciates) to pre-empt any actual surplus 

from emerging. Rupiah appreciation motivates an increase in imports, for a rightward movement 

along the demand curve for dollars, and a decrease in exports, for a leftward movement along the 

supply curve.  

With similar effect, rupiah appreciation induces an increase in financial outflows and a 

decrease in financial inflows. The most straightforward way to think about this is that the 

stronger rupiah makes assets denominated in dollars cheaper in rupiah terms and those 

denominated in rupiah more valuable in dollar terms, hence investors sell rupiah assets and buy 

dollar assets. To isolate the impact of the current exchange rate movement, we assume 

expectations about rates of return on assets in both currencies and the future exchange rate 

remain unchanged. To frame the argument with respect to interest parity, the increase in the spot 

value of the rupiah decreases any forward premium (if the rupiah had previously been expected 

to appreciate since now it has done so) or increases any forward discount (if the rupiah had 

previously been expected to depreciate since now it stands to depreciate even more). In sum, 

changes in flows on both trade and financial accounts will be stimulated so as to restore balance 

in international payments as the exchange rate finds a new equilibrium at 𝑒∗′. 

Under a fixed exchange rate, adjustments in balance of payments flows in response to a  

surplus inducing shock are ultimately similar, even as the mechanism for achieving these 

adjustments is altogether different. The lower figure in Box 8.4 shows the same starting point of 

an excess supply of dollars in the foreign exchange market, with the exchange rate now given as 

�̅�. To maintain the exchange rate at �̅�, the central bank purchases the excess supply of dollars 

with newly issued rupiah. This increases the monetary base supporting new commercial bank 

lending that stimulates the economy. As the price level and real GDP rise in some combination, 

imports rise and exports fall. Rising imports shift the demand for dollars to the right (D’) while 

falling exports shift the supply to the left (S’). These forces work to close the balance of 

payments surplus and drive the foreign exchange market back to equilibrium at �̅�. 

The central bank intervention on the foreign exchange market precipitates adjustments in 

financial flows as well as trade flows. As the monetary base increases and bank lending expands, 

the interest rate is pushed down. This reduces the attractiveness of rupiah assets relative to dollar 
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assets. Consequently, financial outflows increase, shifting the demand for dollars to the right, 

and inflows decrease, shifting the supply of dollars to the left. Again, the effect is to rein in the  

balance of payments surplus and restore equilibrium in the foreign exchange market at the peg.  

In essence, under a fixed exchange rate regime, the entire economy as measured by 

nominal GDP must move to bring about balance of payments adjustment in response to a shock. 

The economy realigns itself around the peg as the reference price against which all other prices 

and quantities in the economy must assume their relative positions. The adjustment is achieved 

through a domestic monetary response to an external shock. Under a floating exchange rate, by 

contrast, the exchange rate itself absorbs the external shock and through its movement transmits 

a signal that brings about adjustment in trade and financial flows.  

8.4 Balance of Payments Adjustment under Floating vs Fixed Rates:  Surplus Case 

Box 8.4:  Balance of Payments Adjustment under Floating vs Fixed Rates 

Surplus Case 
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In the case exposited of a surplus inducing shock to the balance of payments, the central 

bank response is stimulatory. By contrast, for a shock that causes a deficit, the central bank must 

sell foreign currency and withdraw domestic currency, which has a contractionary effect on the 

economy. If the economy is overheating and inflation is accelerating, this may provide needed 

restraint. However, if the economy is performing at or below potential, imposing a drag on it will 

be unwelcome indeed. Moreover, while in the balance of payments surplus case domestic 

currency can in principle be printed without limit to support intervention in the foreign exchange 

market, the same is not true for selling dollars in the deficit case. Foreign exchange reserves are 

finite, and their rapid depletion can be panic inducing. For now, we must table these issues, to 

return in Chapter 11 to the complexities of conducting monetary policy under a managed 

exchange rate. 

The Indonesian Experience 

To flesh out the challenges of exchange rate management, we examine the historical 

experience of Indonesia. We consider first the phenomenal shock of the Asian Finacial Crisis 

which caused the rupiah to lose 60 percent of its value relative to the U.S. dollar within the space 

of  two months. We then turn to the more recent period since the Global Financial Crisis during 

which the movement of global capital has buffeted the exchange rates of many emerging market 

economies, Indonesia among them. 

The Asian Financial Crisis 

For three decades preceding the Asian Financial Crisis, Indonesia had been one of the 

great success stories of the developing world, its real GDP growth averaging 6.6 percent a year. 

In early 1997, the country’s macroeconomic fundamentals appeared strong:  a fiscal surplus; a 

modest current accunt deficit; and high domestic saving and investment rates. Capital account 

liberalization had begun in the 1970s, but the underdeveloped financial system had attracted little 

foreign participation. In the 1990s, Indonesian corporates were taking on foreign debt to a degree 

that was not transparent. Moreover, this debt was mostly unhedged due to confidence that 

historical stability in the exchange rate would be sustained, and was to a large extent short term. 

Although Indonesian banks had little direct exposure to foreign debt, they were exposed 

indirectly and unwittingly through their rupiah loans to domestic firms that were simultaneously 

borrowing internationally. This set the stage for disaster. 

The rupiah was managed relative to the USD to allow for gradual depreciation through 

the mid-1990s, shown in Chart 8.2 as a steady decline in the USD exchange rate index.  

Meanwhile, however, from early 1995 the rupiah was appreciating modestly in nominal effective 

terms, and somewhat faster in real effective terms. The NEER appreciation means that the USD 

was appreciating relative to other currencies in the reference basket such that even though the 

rupiah was depreciating relative to the dollar, it was nevertheless appreciating relative to other 

basket currencies (particularly the yen). Moreover, the even faster appreciation of the REER 

means that inflation in Indonesia was higher generally than in the other basket countries. Thus 

the foreign purchasing power of the rupiah was rising relative to its domestic purchasing power 

which was being undermined by rising domestic prices. Between June of 1995 and February of 

1997, the rupiah appreciated by 8.2 percent in nominal effective terms. This probably led market 

participants to expect rupiah depreciation. Still, the magnitudes involved do not suggest such 

severe misalignment in the exchange rate as to presage what was about to unfold. 
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The crisis began in Thailand. Once Thai borrowers started defaulting on foreign debt, 

borrowers elsewhere in the region became suspect. Those who had borrowed short term found 

they could not roll over their loans as they had been accustomed to doing. More generally, 

corporates that held a mismatch on their balance sheets of foreign currency debt against rupiah 

assets needed to convert rupiah into foreign currency as the rupiah began to depreciate in order to 

re-establish healthy balance sheets and maintain their creditworthiness. In short order, the rush to 

convert rupiah to dollars became a panic, and the rupiah collapsed. In just two months, it lost 60 

percent of its value against the dollar. As businesses failed and the banking system came under 

stress, the real economy was also hit hard. In 1998, real GDP contracted by 13.7 percent.  

How did a country that seemed so strong economically at the beginning of 1997 end up 

devasted beyond compare by the crisis? For Indonesia, “practically everything went wrong at 

once”, according to Hill (2000), resulting in “a comprehensive collapse in confidence in its 

currency, its economy, its institutions, its social fabric and its political leadership.” Ultimately, 

the Suharto regime was brought down by the crisis after more than 30 years in power, and the 

fundamental weaknesses of its “crony capitalism” were laid bare. Whether such a drastic 

outcome might have been avoided by a more judicious response to early warning signs of trouble 

has been much debated, with the International Monetary Fund coming under fire for its role. 

What is clear is that in exchange rates, as in finance more generally, confidence is critical. 

Failure to shore up belief in the system as it began to falter made a full-on crisis hard to avert. 

Even a collapsing currency will eventually find its bottom. At some point, it begins to be 

attractive to buyers again and not so reviled by sellers.
3
 Chart 8.2 shows 1999 bringing a modest 

recovery in Indonesia’s USD and NEER exchange rates. The much greater rebound in the REER 

tells of high inflation in Indonesia. Indeed, the inflation rate reached 80 percent in 1999. This 

resulted from generous credit support by the central bank aimed at keeping businesses and 

commercial banks afloat. Through the early 2000s, the USD and NEER rates remained fairly 

stable. Intervals of REER appreciation suggest bursts of inflation that were quickly checked.   

                                                 
3
 The author was in Indonesia as the rupiah collapsed and reacted with the question: “How much money 

can I possibly spend in my one remaining day in this country on items I can carry out in a suitcase?” 

8.2 Exchange Rate Indexes, Indonesia, 1994-2007 
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International Capital Flows in Recent Years 

Much of the exchange rate volatility experienced by Indonesia in the decade beginning 

with the Global Financial Crisis has been caused by international capital flows. Inflows of capital 

put upward pressure on the rupiah, which can be countered by central bank purchases of foreign 

currency. And vice versa, outflows of capital put downward pressure on the rupiah which can be 

countered by central bank sales of foreign currency. For most of the period between 2008 and 

2016, the IMF classified Indonesia’s exchange rate regime as “floating” (but not “free floating”), 

reflecting no concerted effort to stabilize the value of the currency. However, during particular 

interludes the rupiah was managed more tightly relative to the USD with resulting 

reclassification as “stabilized arrangement” at one point and “crawl-like arrangement” at another. 

To consider the period since 2008, we rebase the exchange rate indexes at January 2008 

in Chart 8.3. The lower panel of the chart shows quarterly foreign reserve purchases (positive) 

and sales (negative) as captured in the reserve assets entry on the balance of payments. Note that 

changes in reserve assets due to such intervention in the foreign exchange market do not fully 

account for changes in the stock of reserve assets. Reserve assets are held in a variety of different 

currencies, as well as in gold and Special Drawing Rights with the IMF, which must be 

converted to a common unit of measure to compute a total. As these valuation measures fluctuate 

in terms of each other, the total as expressed in any one of them will vary. 

Chart 8.3 captures vividly the impact of the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) in late 2008. 

Despite its onset in the U.S., the GFC triggered a retreat of global capital to the perceived safe 

haven of the U.S. dollar. Indonesia experienced this as an outward rush of funds that cost the 

rupiah more than 20 percent of its value relative to the USD.  The central bank moderated this 

drop by selling dollar reserves, committing more than $4 billion to the purpose in the fourth 

quarter of 2008. This left reserves of about $52 billion, which benchmarking against such 

traditional indicators as imports and short-term debt holdings would have been deemed adequate. 

Within an environment of increasingly mobile global capital, however, such standards were 

being reassessed.  

Thus when foreign capital came flowing back in over the next couple of years, upward 

pressure on the rupiah was met with reserve accumulation by the central bank. Further 

contributing to the balance of payments surpluses, export revenues were boosted by commodity 

price increases to yield a positive current account balance. By mid-2011, reserves reached nearly 

$120 billion. The enhanced stockpile of reserves would prove useful in the event of foreign 

capital again turning to exit. Strong purchases of foreign currency by the central bank served to 

stabilize the value of the rupiah relative to the USD. This led the IMF to reclassify Indonesia’s 

exchange rate regime as “stabilized arrangement” for the period June 2010 to February 2011. 

From February 2011, increased flexibility of the rupiah against the USD earned a 

redesignation of the regime as “floating”. Even as the rupiah appreciated sharply relative to the 

USD through mid 2011, however, the NEER was trending downward. This indicates that the 

USD was depreciating relative to other currencies in the basket. The dollar’s depreciation 

presumably provided the motivation to loosen the rupiah’s tie to the currency and maintain more 

stable courses for the NEER and REER.  

Later in 2011, foreign investors became spooked by financial developments in the 

eurozone as Greece headed toward default on its sovereign debt and fear of contagion loomed. 
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Global capital exited emerging markets, Indonesia’s included. The rupiah depreciated sharply 

relative to the USD with the Indonesian central bank leaning against this by selling reserves. 

Moving into 2012, Indonesia’s current account slipped into deficit adding to rupiah weakness 

and an overall balance of payments deficit. Behind this decline in the current account position 

lay a combination of weakening global markets for Indonesia’s commodity exports and strong 

domestic demand for imported investment goods. 

 

Beginning in June 2012, the Indonesian central bank turned to managing depreciation 

against the USD along a gradual, steady course. In light of this observed regular tracking, the 

IMF reclassified the regime as “crawl-like arrangement”. This classification remained in place 

until August 2013 when the rupiah depreciated sharply against the USD. The break came under 

pressure from the “taper tantrum”, which drew investment funds back to the U.S. in response to 

the Federal Reserve tapering back on bond purchases and steering interest rates upward. 

Through 2014 and most of 2015, the rupiah continued to depreciate against the dollar. 

The NEER, however, tracked a more steady course. This divergence indicates that the dollar was 

appreciating in value relative to other basket currencies. Hence allowing depreciation relative to 

the dollar preserved the value of the rupiah more broadly. The years 2016 and 2017 saw tighter 

management of the rupiah relative to the USD through sustained foreign exchange purchases by 

the central bank. Such purchases warded off rupiah appreciation and built a reserve trove of more 

than $130 billion by the end of 2017. 

8.3 Exchange Rate Indexes & Reserves, Indonesia, 2008-2017 
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Over the decade captured in Chart 8.3, the REER maintained a generally more stable 

course than the NEER or the USD rate. Higher inflation in Indonesia than in the basket countries 

meant that for the REER to remain stable, the NEER had to depreciate. On average, inflation in 

Indonesia for the decade was 5.7 percent, reaching as high as 7.9 percent in 2015. Balance of 

payments pressures should tend to ensure nominal currency depreciation as an offset to relatively 

high inflation which would result in overvaluation at a given exchange rate, and this indeed is 

what happened for Indonesia. 

A Middle Course of Exchange Rate Management 

Indonesia’s exchange rate story over the last decade tells of the exercise of judgment in 

response to constantly changing circumstances. In the regime space between fixed and free 

floating, the central bank authorities have veered in one direction or the other – stabilization or 

flexibility – as conditions, in their assessment, warranted. Against a currency appreciation 

inducing shock, such as a capital inflow or rising prices for the country’s exports, they 

intervened to buy foreign exchange and accumulate reserves. And vice versa, against a currency 

depreciation inducing shock, they intervened to sell foreign exchange, contingent on the 

availability of reserves. In this way, the central bank “leans against the wind”, aiming to steer a 

steady course, yet bound ultimately by the dictates of the market. 

Broadly speaking, in the post-GFC era the Indonesian central bank bought foreign 

exchange during periods of strong capital inflow and sold during periods of net outflow, while on 

balance increasing its reserves substantially over the course of a decade. Amassing a large pool 

of reserves is crucial to a strategy that involves intervening when capital is flowing out. 

Indonesia learned the hard way during the Asian Financial Crisis that loss of public confidence 

in a currency can cause its value to plummet beyond all justification based on market 

fundamentals. Central bank capacity to intervene by selling foreign reserves could forestall such 

a crisis of confidence and thus enable a more stable environment in which to address the kinds of 

domestic economic problems that might cause currency weakness.  

Ultimately, foreign reserves are finite, so the capacity of a central bank to shore up a 

currency that is overvalued faces a limit. As explained in this chapter though, the intervention 

itself should in principle set in motion a chain of events to restore balance of payments 

equilibrium around the stabilized exchange rate. Selling foreign exchange and buying the 

domestic currency to prop up its value results in contraction of the domestic money supply which 

in turn raises interest rates and reduces aggregate demand. This then boosts net capital inflows 

and net exports, supporting the domestic currency on both counts. The central bank’s 

intervention comes to a natural end and reserves may be conserved. 

Relying on such macroeconomic forces to bring about balance of payments equilibrium 

around a stabilized exchange rate has its drawbacks, however. The process described in the 

preceding paragraph can involve a contraction in real output with all the pain of lost jobs and 

business failures that that entails. Letting the currency depreciate may be a more palatable way to 

go. For a real world experiment in comparing the two approaches, consider the case of Hong 

Kong in the wake of the Asian Financial Crisis. As currency values were dropping in crisis hit 

countries all around, Hong Kong maintained its peg and lost its competitiveness. Its economy 

contracted by 6.0 percent in 1998 despite a sound financial system that shielded it from the 

contagion effect. By contrast, Singapore, with its more flexible exchange rate, underwent a 
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relatively modest 2.1 percent contraction followed by a much quicker rebound in the following 

year with growth of 6.2 percent versus Hong Kong’s 2.6 percent. Hong Kong eventually re-

established macroeconomic balance around its exchange rate peg, but only by realigning its real 

output and price level through a rather painful process. 

In more general terms, the drawback of exchange rate stabilization is that it subordinates 

monetary policy, and its application toward achieving macroeconomic objectives involving real 

output and the price level, to managing the currency instead. We will return to this in Chapter 11 

on monetary policy. There are ways of ameliorating the trade-off between exchange rate 

management and an independent monetary policy, with the degree to which authorities can have 

it both ways depending on features of the institutional setting. China, for example, intervened 

heavily to prevent appreciation of the renminbi for more than a decade while still preserving 

independent control over the money supply. However, this control over the money supply meant 

pre-empting the chain of events that would have established balance in international payments at 

the managed exchange rate. But an explanation of how this worked will have to wait until 

Chapter 11. 

For purposes of this chapter, the upshot is that balance of payments equilibrium can be 

achieved under either floating or fixed exchange rates, and that a hybrid strategy that combines 

market determination and intervention to varying degrees depending on circumstances can 

endeavor to achieve the best of both worlds. Intervention is best aimed at ameliorating the impact 

of forces that are prone to reversal, such as capital flows or price fluctuations for traded 

commodities, or at diversifying the adjustment mechanisms to shocks with longer term 

consequences such that the exchange rate, real output, and the price level all absorb some of the 

force of the shock. Such a strategy must rely on judgment, prediction of the future, and constant 

reassessment. 

The first eight chapters of this text have laid foundations for understanding 

macroeconomic phenomena. Finally, in the next two chapters, we consider behavior of an 

economy in the aggregate, first in comparative static terms where the time dimension is 

abstracted to two points, then in fully dynamic terms that capture movement through a cyclical 

process. 
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Data Note 

Overseas Filipino worker counts are from the Philippine Statistics Authority. 

All exchange rate data are from the Bank for International Settlements. Data for 

Indonesia are from the BIS Statistics Warehouse. Data on market turnover are from the Triennial 

Central Bank Survey 2016. The BIS survey of central banks is conducted every three years 

during the month of April to collect data on the size and composition of foreign exchange trading 

by banks and other dealers. 

The value of world stock trading comes from the World Bank Microdata Data Catalog. 

The value of world trade comes from the World Trade Organization Statistics Database. 

Classification of exchange rate arrangements is carried out on an annual basis by the 

International Monetary Fund for all member countries in its Annual Report on Exchange 

Arrangements and Exchange Restrictions. The 2017 report on this classification exercise 

presents determinations based on status as of 30 April 2017. 

The change in reserves indicator of Chart 8.3 is as measured from the balance of 

payments based on data from the IMF International Financial Statistics database. 

 

 

Bibliographic Note 

The case of Dutch disease in the Philippines is discussed in Medalla, Fabella, and de Dios 

(2014).  

The roiling of Indonesia by the Asian Financial Crisis is analyzed insightfully by Hill 

(2000). A post-mortem by Takagi (2004) assesses the role of the IMF in handling the crisis. The 

Indonesian experience since 2008 is described and evaluated year by year in the IMF’s Article 

IV consultation reports. 
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